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Pathological Gambling

• as understood by a physicist (oh dear).

• characterized by:
– persistent and recurrent maladaptive gambling behavior 

involving a preoccupation with gambling, chasing losses 
and persistence at gambling despite mounting 
consequences1.



A big “Thank you!” to:



Pathological Gambling

• basis is believed to be multifactorial:
– neuropsychological findings have identified:

• impaired decision making in risky situations4,
• relative deficits in executive functioning, involving long-

term planning, behavioural inhibition, and ability to 
change strategies given contingencies2,

• but attention remains intact2. 



Pathological Gambling

• neuroimaging has implicated dysfunction in neural 
processing of gambling cues and decisions, including those 
related to reward value and relative risk.
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Slide used with permission from Fil Cortese

The grayscale of 
fMRI voxels is 
blood-oxygenation 
level dependent 
(BOLD), which is 
proportional to 
neuronal activity 
level.
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Task-Based Analysis

Slide used with permission from Fil Cortese

We attempt to modulate the BOLD signal with a task, then 
identify regions (through GLM analysis) that follow the task.



More right hemisphere prefrontal processing of 
craving-induced gambling stimuli in PG subjects



craving-induced gambling stimuli in PG subjects
activate the dorsal (action) visual stream





Iowa Gambling Task

• probes risk-taking behaviour
• developed to assess decision making behaviour in patients with 

frontal lobe syndromes5,6

• PG subjects perform consistently worse on the IGT compared to 
controls7,8. 



Iowa Gambling Task
• 4 decks of cards:

– 2 disadvantageous decks - offer relatively greater monetary 
rewards in the short-term ($100), but include intermittent 
disproportionately greater monetary losses ($150 - $1250).

– 2 advantageous decks, offer relatively less monetary rewards 
in the short-term ($50), and include small monetary losses 
($25 - $250). 

• The task is “learned” when the participant predominantly 
chooses the advantageous decks.



Iowa Gambling Task



Iowa Gambling Task



Iowa Gambling Task

Participants switched the nature 
of their selections over
quartiles
[F(3,72) = 2.81, p = 0.046]

Significant interaction between
subject group and quartile 
[F(3,72) = 3.01; p = 0.036].



Iowa Gambling Task

PG subjects made more high-
risk than low risk deck
selections in trials immediately 
following wins (p = 0.02) or 
losses (p = 0.04).





Iowa Gambling Task

• The differential fMRI activation in the PG subjects compared to 
controls in mesolimbic dopamine reward regions may be due to 
the greater importance of the magnitude and immediacy of 
potential monetary rewards.



Other Ongoing Analyses

• currently investigating the connectivity (temporal synchrony) 
that occurs between brain regions when performing the IGT.
– What regions are acting in synchrony, as opposed to being 

simply activated?

• Random betting task with no learning component:
• To investigate betting behaviour following wins and 

losses, in relation to cumulative winnings.



Resting-State fMRI

• No input from patient required
• Multiple maps from the same data 
• Easily repeatable

Advantages

• Identifies brain networks by determining the temporal synchrony 
of spontaneous fluctuations between voxels (i.e., no tasks).
• Greatest synchrony within the range of 0.04 to 0.08 Hz

• High degree of synchrony implies strong functional connection.



Resting-State fMRI

Networks are typically 
identified by determining 
synchrony with a seed 
region.

(Zhang & Raichle, 2010)



rs-fMRI

• rs-fMRI can identify between-group differences in:
– Synchrony within a given network
– Change in brain regions that comprise a network
– Change in amplitude of the signals within the rs-fMRI 

frequency range, 0.04-0.08 Hz



Future Avenues of Research

• Resting-state connectivity
– Are reward networks disconnected/more noisy/interacting 

with other networks?

• Linkages to other researchers (while minimizing disruption to 
ongoing studies):
– At UofC, using MRI/fMRI in existing cohorts.
– At Lethbridge, using EEG to help probe neural interactions.
– At UofA, implementing resting-state scan.
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